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The Acura TL is a midsize upscale car that was manufactured by Acura. It was introduced in to
replace the Acura Vigor and was badged for the Japanese-market from to as the Honda Inspire
and from to as the Honda Saber. In , it ranked as the second best-selling luxury sedan in the
United States behind the BMW 3 Series , [1] but sales have decreased since then. The TL
"Touring Luxury" debuted as model, first with the 2. The 3. The debut of the TL signaled Acura's
shift from traditional vehicle names to alphanumeric designations. By replacing recognizable
names such as Vigor and Legend with a two-letter designation, the luxury make hoped to focus
consumer attention on the Acura name. The 2. There were minimal styling differences between
the two, but the 3. Sales of the 2. Leather was standard on the more upscale 3. Like its
predecessor, the Vigor , this generation TL was a 4-door pillared hardtop, with frameless
windows. In , Acura added a standard power moonroof to all TL models. Additionally, all Acura
TLs received a variable-speed intermittent wiper setting. The sport-targeted, 5-cylinder 2. For ,
Acura made several previously optional features standard on the 2. In , Honda revealed the TL-X
concept car , showing a preview of the second-generation TL which would debut in fall that
year. The second-generation TL now called 3. It was available with a newly designed 3. The
second-generation 3. The main difference between the two cars were the front grille; the Inspire
and Saber were also available with a 2. The only option on the sedan was a CD-based navigation
system. The TL's navigation system stored the maps in zones; there were 5 different zones for
the U. Starting with this generation, cabin air filters also known as pollen filters were installed
as standard equipment and are located behind the glove compartment. In the second year of
production, the Acura TL was given a few more features, including a 5-speed automatic
transmission with SportShift. The added gear allowed for slightly better fuel economy and
acceleration when compared to the previous 4-speed automatic transmission with SportShift.
With this model, if the driver forgets the shift the computer will take over when in sport mode
and do the up and down shifts, unlike the 4-speed model. In many vehicles, the 5-speed
automatic transmission failed: as the third clutch pack wore, particles blocked off oil passages
and prevented the transmission from shifting or holding gears normally. The transmission
would slip, fail to shift, or suddenly downshift and make the car come to a screeching halt, even
at freeway speeds. This problem was highlighted in the Los Angeles Times in September
Consumer Reports took note and gave the TL and CL the black spot, the worst rating for
transmission reliability. A class-action lawsuit was settled to extend the transmission warranty
for U. Transmissions replaced prior to March usually fail again. Other notable changes include
the addition of side impact airbags for the front passengers and a change of format for the
navigation system. The entire continental United States became accessible with the navigation
system; it was possible to drive from one coast to the other with the new navigation system. For
the model year, a redesigned coupe version of the TL was introduced, the 3. While it was
mechanically identical to the TL, its sales never came close to that of its sibling model, and as a
result, it was discontinued in May The model received a redesigned cupholder insert. The
automatic transmissions in these cars were also defective. Acura dealers replace the
transmissions under warranty. Several models in the â€” years were the subject of a safety
recall in July for injuries reported by faulty driver's side airbag inflators. In February , another
recall was issued for the same problem. In March for the model year, the TL got a minor
makeover, with a refreshed front fascia, redesigned taillights, a 6 CD in-dash changer as well as
a few other features. A large percentage of these vehicles exhibited problems with the
automatic transmission necessitating replacement. Transmissions replaced March and later
include a redesigned third gear clutch pack reported to fix the problem. Only minor changes
occurred in that year in order to make way for a redesign. But one odd and notable addition to
only the model year was the addition of General Motors OnStar subscription cellular telephone
and navigation assistance service to the DVD GPS navigation system option. These were
separate independent systems, each with their own GPS receivers. The first third-generation
Acura TL rolled off the assembly line on September 30, On October 6, , the third generation
Acura TL the 3. Starting with this generation, this model was not sold in Japan, with the Honda
Inspire holding the position of entry level luxury sedan below the Honda Legend in Japan.
Manual transmission models featured Brembo 4-Piston front brake calipers , a Torsen-type
limited slip differential , stiffer anti-roll bars front and rear and performance tires at no additional
cost. The third generation TL was also the first car in the American market to include a 6-disc
DVD-Audio system, output through an 8-speaker watt system, engineered by Panasonic and
tuned by Grammy-award-winning Elliot Scheiner. In the United States, all models were also
equipped with a Bluetooth HandsFree Link HFL system, integrated with the audio system, to
allow for hands-free usage of one's cell phone provided the phone also supports Bluetooth and
is compatible with the HFL's hands-free profile. With the built-in XM Radio tuner, owners can
elect to pay a monthly subscription after the complimentary 3 months subscription expires from

Acura for XM radio , which provides over digital channels via satellite. With the optional Alpine
-designed navigation system, the third generation TL can also accept voice commands [13] like
"find nearest police station" or "go home. DVDs with new road information for the navigation
system were made annually until The Inspire is basically a seventh-generation US-market
Honda Accord V6 with minor trim changes, and the addition of Variable Cylinder Management ,
which shuts off half of the engine when not needed to boost fuel economy. The TL became
Acura's best-selling luxury sedan in with more than 79, sold that year. The TL received a
passenger airbag cut-off switch and indicator and extra stitching on the front seats. There were
several minor changes made such as changes in seat belt anchor mounts which are not
published. The Acura TL features a slightly revised exterior as well as a revised interior with a
new steering wheel, redesigned gauges, and footwell lighting, in addition to new interior and
exterior colors. The TL non Type-S received suspension changes to improve ride comfort. Also
new for the model year were LED turn signal repeaters on the side mirrors and fog lamps in the
bumper. Prior to , the fog lamps were integrated into the headlight housing; Daytime Running
Lights now occupy that space Canadian models have had DRLs there rather than fog lamps
since TL with navigation models sport a new rear view camera with image displayed on the
navigation screen as well as XM NavTraffic. The manual transmission option had been dropped
from the base TL due largely to extremely low sales roughly 1 out of 40 TLs sold across
America were equipped with a manual gearbox. The most notable revision is the return of the
Type-S edition of the TL. The manual transmission includes a limited slip differential. Exterior
differences include quad exhaust pipes, restyled rear lamps and front fascia, lip spoiler, wider
side sills, Brembo brakes, dark silver spoke wheels, a "black chrome" grille rather than the
standard glossy grille, and exclusive Type-S badging, plus an exclusive new color option,
Kinetic Blue Pearl. Touch screen navigation is standard and the suspension has been firmed
up. The only options are the aforementioned transmission and high performance summer tires
Bridgestone Potenzas rather than the standard all-season tires Michelin Pilot MXM4s. Acura
also introduced a new 5-speed automatic transmission for the and model year TLs. Changes
include downshift "rev matching", slightly altered gear ratios, and a different bellhousing. The
transmission is identical between the base model and Type-S. The block on the base model's 3.
The navigation system has been updated to work in Hawaii , and the AcuraLink satellite
capability has been expanded to incorporate 76 markets up from 38 markets for the model. The
first fourth-generation Acura TL rolled off the assembly line on September 23, Debuted for the
model year, the Acura TL featured a more aggressive interpretation of Acura's latest styling
vocabulary, known as "Keen Edge Dynamic. The size of the car has increased slightly, and as a
consequence the wheelbase has been stretched 1. The base TL is front-wheel drive and is
powered by a 3. SH-AWD "Super Handling" All Wheel Drive is a multi-vectoring all wheel drive
system designed more for performance than for simply providing traction in adverse
circumstances. Acceleration puts more torque on the rear wheels. The brakes on the new TL
have been increased in size, from the older The bolt pattern on the car is no longer a 5 x The
SH-AWD model also includes some interior refinements over the base model and is tuned for
slightly firmer suspension and steering feedback. It is visually distinguishable from the base
model on the exterior by its SH-AWD badge on the trunk, quad exhaust pipes as opposed to
dual exhaust on the base model and larger air ducts in the front bumper to cool the larger
brakes the base model's turn signal indicators in the bumper extend all the way to the center.
For the model year, Acura announced that a 6-speed close-ratio manual transmission would be
available for the SH-AWD model. For this manual transmission model, Acura designed a new
self-adjusting dual-mass clutch system for increased holding power and improved modulation
compared to the previous generation. The fourth generation Acura TL adds further electronic
convenience items, now including a central multifunction display, [24] an eight-speaker watt
audio system with a six-disc CD changer, XM Satellite Radio, USB port connectivity including
full iPod control support , and Bluetooth Audio for streaming music from a cell phone. With the
ELS audio system, audio CDs are automatically ripped to the hard drive upon insertion for
future playback. The navigation system also stores its map data on the hard drive as opposed
to the previous model's DVD-based storage , producing faster boot times. For the model, Honda
offered new front and rear styling on the Acura TL. Acura updated the controversial "beak"
insert in the front grille, replacing it with a smaller insert that flows better with the headlights
and creates a sleeker profile. This transmission features downshift rev-matching with throttle
blip and the ability to downshift two gears at a time. Additional new features include ventilated
seats , new 60GB HDD, blind-spot information system , and upgraded wheels. The TL retains
both the base 3. The 6-speed manual transmission will continue to be offered. The model is also
3 dB quieter on the highway. It is a version of front-wheel-drive Acura TL with distinctive spoke
inch alloy wheels, a color-matched deck lid spoiler, trunk-mounted Special Edition badging,

Keyless Access System with Keyless Access Remote, pushbutton start, choice of 4 body colors
Bellanova White Pearl, Crystal Black Pearl, Graphite Luster Metallic and Silver Moon Metallic
matched with an Ebony interior leather upholstery with contrast stitching, Sequential SportShift
6-speed automatic transmission with paddle shifter system, way adjustable power driver's seat,
an 8-way adjustable power front passenger's seat, power moonroof, watt audio system with
eight speakers, dual-zone dual-mode automatic climate control system with automatic humidity
control. The vehicle was produced using domestically and globally sourced parts at Honda of
America Mfg. Production of the TL ceased towards the end of , with the replacement model TLX
going on sale in the fall of that same year. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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original on 27 September Retrieved Archived from the original on Automotive News. Acura
Newsroom. Honda North America. September 1, Archived from the original PDF on Honda
Newsroom. Car and Driver. September June Retrieved 14 July Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety. July 31, January 5, January 4, January 3, Acura , a division of Honda , road car timeline,
â€”present. John Mendel V. Acura A-Spec and Type-S models. Categories : s cars s cars Acura
vehicles All-wheel-drive vehicles Cars introduced in Front-wheel-drive vehicles Compact
executive cars Motor vehicles manufactured in the United States Mid-size cars Sports sedans.
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Subcompact executive car. Compact executive car. Executive car. Full-size luxury car. Personal
luxury car. Sports car. Vehicles exclusive to Canada. Vehicles exclusive to China. Vehicles
exclusive to the United States. A division of Honda. Acura is the luxury vehicle division of
Japanese automaker Honda. It was introduced to Hong Kong in lasting until , Mexico in , [2]
China in , Russia in no longer available in Russia and Kuwait in , and was also sold in Ukraine
until Acura is the first Japanese automotive luxury brand. In its first few years of existence,
Acura was among the best-selling luxury marques in the US. Though sales were down in the
mid-to-late s, the brand experienced a revival in the early s, due to drastic redesigns and the
introductions of new models. In the late s, the success of the company's first flagship vehicle,
the Legend , inspired fellow Japanese automakers Toyota and Nissan to launch their own luxury
brands, Lexus and Infiniti , respectively. The launch of the NSX , a mid-engine exotic sports car,
offered a reliable and practical alternative to exotic European sports cars, and introduced
Honda's VTEC variable valve timing system to the North American market. The brand was
created around the same time as Japanese rivals Nissan and Toyota developed their respective
Infiniti and Lexus premium brands. The Japanese government imposed voluntary export
restraints for the U. Following a decade of research, Honda opened 60 new dealerships in North
America by , to support its Acura automobile division. Acura was the first Japanese luxury
brand, introduced under the slogan, "Acura. Precision Crafted Automobiles. It was mechanically
related to the Rover series, while the Integra was an improvement of the Honda Quint
hatchback. The success of these models, particularly the Legend, led to competing Japanese
luxury brand ventures Toyota 's Lexus that began development in as the F1 project, and Nissan
's Infiniti who began development in by revising their Japan-only flagship Nissan President ; in
the late s Mazda planned but never launched its own Amati luxury division. The goal of the
Legend was to compete with rivals Toyota Crown and the Nissan Cedric and Gloria , but due to
its introduction worldwide, Toyota, Nissan and other companies like Lincoln took notice of the
markets reaction to the Legend and later the Vigor and offered vehicles that addressed the
executive size car. In , Acura's first full year of sales, they sold , cars with the flagship Legend
sedan accounting for 55, sales and the rest were of the smaller Integra. In , five years after the
debut of the Legend and Integra, Acura introduced the NSX , a midship V6 powered,
rear-wheel-drive sports car. The NSX was the world's first all-aluminum production car, and was
also marketed and viewed by some as the "Everyday Supercar" thanks in part to its ease of use,
quality and reliability, traits that were unheard of in the supercar segment at the time. With the
release of the NSX, Acura introduced the "A-badge", a stylized pair of calipersâ€”a tool used for

exacting measurements to imply that Acura vehicles are built to precise and demanding
standards. Despite a strong start in market acceptance for the Acura brand, sales suffered in
the mid-to-late s. Some critics attributed this decline in part to less inspiring designs, which
were re-branded Japanese-spec Hondas, such as the Acura Vigor in Additionally, during this
time Acura switched to an alphanumeric nomenclature formula, dropping the Legend, Vigor and
Integra titles, following the lead of the NSX sportscar. The 3. The parent company, Honda, was
also feeling the results of the decline of the Japanese economy, due to the Japanese asset price
bubble that took place during the s and into the s. This period is known in Japan as The Lost
Decade. During this time, the NSX also lost sales as Acura made few changes from its original
trim. A year later, the Integra sedan was withdrawn from the Canadian market, replaced by the
market-exclusive Acura 1. Despite these letdowns, Acura gained prominence in the s with a
young group of customers: "tuner" enthusiasts. Parent company Honda's reputation with this
demographic as a maker of "easy-to-tune" and "rev-happy" engines rubbed off onto Acura, and
the Integra became a popular tuner car. Beginning around the year , Acura experienced a rebirth
which was catalyzed by the introduction of several redesigned models. The first of these
models was the Acura 3. Critics suggested that although 3. Subsequent Acura models have
followed a similar philosophy of offering much standard equipment and few options. By the late
s, Acura had dropped the inclusion of engine displacement numbers in its vehicle designations,
retaining a simpler, two- or three-letter designation instead e. The TL have been plagued by
transmission and other problems. In , a new coupe, badged as the RSX was introduced to the
Acura line up. It was a replacement for the outgoing Integra. As a result, the RSX is technically a
new generation of the outgoing Integra. Much like the Integra, the RSX was a hit in the tuner
market. However, at the end of , the RSX was taken out of the Acura line up, subsequently in the
Japanese market as well. It is not known why the RSX did not continue to be sold as the Integra
in Japan, however, the reason that Acura gave for the cancellation of the RSX is that Acura
wishes to move up in the luxury brand, thus cannot sell a car that is mostly driven by teenagers.
The new TL increased sales dramatically to 70, American units in Also around the same time the
Acura TSX was introduced. It was essentially a re-badged European and Japanese market
Honda Accord loaded with features. Acura's new modelsâ€”particularly the TL and TSXâ€”were
well received by the motoring press and became Acura's top selling vehicles by then. Acura
re-introduced the TL Type-S for the model year. Acura planned on redesigning the RL by as well
as announced the creation of a brand new luxury crossover vehicle called the ZDX , previewed
by the concept of the same name. It is also the first Acura to be completely built in North
America. The concept behind the ZDX is that it is a "four door coupe," and the design emphasis
of the body of the car is like a "pulled back slingshot. The ZDX went on sale in December Acura
initially had plans for the third generation of RL to be a rear wheel drive V8 sedan for its flagship
, but shelved the plans in the wake of the economic downturn. The wagon version of the TSX is
based on the wagon version of the Euro-spec Honda Accord which has been in the European
market for some time. However, Acura did not announce any plans for the third-generation RL.
For the model year the MDX models received some slight exterior changes and increased
equipment levels. Mechanically the engine remained unchanged but the transmission was
updated from the previous 5-speeds to 6-speeds including steering column mounted shift
override paddles. This new transmission was shared with the ZDX. The ILX was initially offered
with three powertrain options: a 1. For the new model, Acura dropped the 4 cylinder turbo for a
3. When the official Acura RDX was released, it was relatively similar to the concept but had
changes in wheels, taillights, and some other cosmetics. A lot of this Acura looks like its
brother the ILX. Shortly after, it was released to the public. It has a horsepower 3. Acura
technology firsts on the RLX Sport Hybrid SH-AWD also include an electronic gear selector that
replaces the conventional, center console-mounted shift lever with an efficiently packaged
push-button array allowing the driver to easily select the desired modeâ€”Park, Drive and
Reverse, as well as Sport and Normal driving modes. The TLX in the 2. Meanwhile, the high-end
3. The TLX went on sale in the Summer of In , Acura redesigned the ILX for the model year. Now
solely available with a 2. Added is the signature Acura Jewel Eye LED headlights, LED taillights,
updated wheels, suspension modifications, bumper redesign, and new packages such as
AcuraWatch Package includes adaptive cruise control, collision mitigation, lane keeping assist
system, road departure mitigation, and forward collision warning and A-Spec sportier
appearance. Also redesigned is the RDX. Featured with the same 3. A new Advance Package is
being offered with the inclusion of, parking sensors front and rear , rain-sensing windshield
wipers, auto-dimming side mirrors, remote start, ventilated seats, and foglights. Acura would go
on to take the Lights championship in its initial year, including a class win at the 24 Hours of
Daytona. Acura and Comptech would take the Lights championships again in and , as well as
another Daytona class win in and a class win at the 12 Hours of Sebring for In , Acura added

Acura Integras to the lower classes, and were successful in taking the championship in both of
these classes. Realtime took the touring championship with the Integra again in , and came
within a few points of winning it again in only to lose it in the final race, then coming back to
retake the title in Although the NSX squad suffered mechanical woes and were unable to take
the title, the Integras of the touring class once again took the teams championship. By , Acura
replaced the aged Integra with the new Acura RSX in the final races of the season, scoring good
finishes in their debut. The cars would be purchased chassis from existing manufacturers, but
use American-built Acura V8s a first for Acura and Honda. Acura also announced their initiative
to take the cars to the 24 Hours of Le Mans in and eventually move to the superior LMP1 class
with cars built by Acura themselves in The three Acura-powered prototypes debuted at the 12
Hours of Sebring , which was the opening round of the ALMS season, and were successful in
their debut. At the same time, Acura began development of their own chassis by heavily
modifying their purchased Courage chassis. The cars now have been so radically changed from
their original orientation that they are now named Acura ARXa. The car would retire from the
race due to engine problems. This time the car won its class and finished 8th overall. The car
competes under Honda branding outside North America. The Acura logo, introduced in for the
model year, is, according to Honda, a caliper - a design tool used for measuring [16] that can
also be interpreted as a skewed "H" for Honda or a stylised "A" for Acura. The logo that was
originally authorized without approval by Soichiro Honda did not contain the small horizontal
bar joining the two vertical pillarsâ€”thus, it did not form the letter "H". Soichiro Honda ordered
the 5, badges already produced to be destroyed, including prying off the emblems applied to
cars already US-spec Integra, Legend, and NSX models. Acura's current marketing slogan is
"Precision Crafted Performance. Technology and Advance models typically come with the latest
hi-tech features such as keyless start and a blind spot information system. Type-S and SH-AWD
models are performance-oriented, with a substantial increase in horsepower compared to the
lower trim levels. Some models, such as the TL, also combine trim levels i. Acura began an
association with Marvel Entertainment in , upon release of the film Iron Man 2 , which featured a
ZDX after the ending credits. On 20 April , Acura and Marvel announced a promotional
campaign, making Acura the official brand of Marvel's fictional S. In , Acura was the presenting
sponsor and official vehicle of the Sundance Film Festival. Acura also has a 'Mobility Program'
that ensures drivers who are disabled are safe in their vehicles. The program offers cash
reimbursement towards the cost of adaptive equipment for disabled drivers. Acura was the
official shirt sponsor of the Columbus Crew from to From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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make the gearbox and drive feel happy this car was not designed to wear an heavy nose V6, the
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Unique no-tear vibration minimizing bushings. Stress Analyzed. Lifetime warranty. Guess a
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or inventory browsing offered at this time. Pickups are only available with an appointment, and
will be very limited. Please call us for details. During this time of year, HMotorsOnline
experiences a high influx of customer calls. Please keep the following in mind during peak
season:. If we do not pick up when you call, please try us again after a minimum of fifteen
minutes. If you are placed on hold, please refrain from hanging up the phone and calling right
back. If it is an emergency, please dial K Series Engines. Show Details. Select options. Please
keep the following in mind during peak season: Phone wait times are longer than usual as
HMotorsOnline is processing a higher number of orders than usual, we appreciate your
patience. Unscheduled walk-ins are NOT accommodated, please schedule a walk-in on the
phone. All engine orders may take anywhere from two to three weeks to ship out. For further
details, please call and speak with a sales associate. Skip to main content. Save this seller Sign
up for Store newsletter. Add to Favorite Sellers. HeadlightsDepot is family owned business
operated by 21 dedicated team members. Since our family has been providing quality
automotive advice and services to the wholesale side of the industry. In we started
HeadlightsDepot to fill a growing demand for quality headlights to be available to the public at
affordable prices. We started this mission by putting ourselves in your shoes and searched for
replacement headlights. We called junkyards and quoted used headlights. We searched
everywhere for the very best aftermarket headlights. We discovered the industry was crowded
with high prices and poor service. To keep our prices low we sourced the very best aftermarket
manufacturers of headlights. After extensive research we found a large percentage of OEM
headlights from the dealership were not actually original, but aftermarket headlights made in
Asia offered as OEM service parts. We were able to go direct to these types of aftermarket
manufacturers of headlights overseas and purchase headlights of equivalent or higher quality
at a fraction of the cost. We also kept in mind that our customers were paying for their
headlights out of their own pockets and a big insurance company was not on the other end of
the bill, so we keep costs down so we can offer minimal markups and accept very low margins
without sacrificing service. Maintained by: Member id headlightsdepot Feedback Score Of View
as: Gallery. Why don't we show the price? Sellers have the right to set their own prices
independently, but some manufacturers place restrictions on how these prices will be displayed
or communicated to others. Page 1 of Previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Next Go to page. PulldownMenu
Open Start of layer. List Gallery. Store categories. Go to page. Seller, manage Store. Tools: My
eBay. Learn more about feeds. PulldownMenu End of layer. A majority of all used US imports
have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
2008 volvo xc90 trailer hitch
infinite m35
megasquirt wiring diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service

History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

